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Leading companies view divestments as a fundamental part of their capital strategy, especially to fund 
growth. More than half of the companies surveyed for our latest EY Global Corporate Divestment Study 
expect the number of strategic sellers to increase in the next 12 months.

 

• 

• 

• 
• 

A note from Paul Hammes,  
EY Global Divestiture Advisory Services Leader

A note from Steve Krouskos,  
EY Global Deputy Vice Chair, Transaction Advisory Services

at the center of a company's growth strategy. Why is this? Because divestments are vital to portfolio 
optimization — they are at the heart of funding future business growth. Letting go is how a company grows.
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Companies often struggle to get the right information to make good portfolio decisions and 
to balance speed with value when selling assets. Here are the highlights of our 2015 Global 
Corporate Divestment Study:

say they need better 
analytics tools to improve 
portfolio reviews

of executives completed 
their deal on time by starting 
preparations earlier

divestments to 
fund growth

74% 

value creation

private equity

Companies can learn

lessons from

Preparation shortcuts

delay time to close
elongate diligence and

55% 

50% 

saw an increased 
valuation multiple in the 
remaining business after 
their last divestment

66% 

Why you should consider divesting

How you can increase shareholder value

How to increase speed and certainty 
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• 

• 

• 

Three success 
criteria met

Two success 
criteria met

One success 
criteria met

No success 
criteria met

19%

13%

34%

34%

of sellers are high performers who meet 
three key success criteria

19% 
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How did you use the funds raised from your most 
recent divestment?

45% of executives say 
shareholder activism 

decision to divest

Which triggers prompted your most recent divestment?

57%

46%

45%

44%

43%

40%

39%

34%

29%

12%

16%

16%

9%

7%

15%

8%

2%

14%

Most importantConsideration

74% used 
divestments 
to drive growth 

23%

17%

34%

12%

14%
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“More investments in analytical tools to model portfolio decisions 
would lead us in the right direction and help us capitalize on 

could shift our focus and switch back as needed.”
Executive at a Germany-based automotive company

What do you expect to see in the divestment market 
over the next 12 months?

Stay the same IncreaseDecrease

42%36%22%

46%32%22%

54%37%9%

of executives say that closing deals quickly 
and with certainty is more important than 
waiting longer to secure a higher price.

50% 
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Understand business unit cost allocations

• 

• 

• 

• 

Use the right industry benchmarks 

What would make your portfolio review 
process more effective?

58%
14%

56%
13%

55%
19%

52%
11%

51%
12%

50%
12%

39%
8%

25%
11%

Most importantConsideration
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• Model multiple scenarios. 

• Run regression models based on sales-to-investment. 

• 

How big data can help you make portfolio 
decisions and prepare for a divestment

• 

• 

• 

•  

of executives say business analytics would 
make their portfolio reviews more effective

55% 
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say that better communication between 
the board/strategy and M&A team would 
improve portfolio review effectiveness.

25% 

would make reviews more effective.

39% 

“Frequent portfolio reviews help us assess every business 
unit at equal intervals and on set targets. This makes 
management more aware about the business’s actual 

Executive at a US-based consumer products company
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If you have 12-24 months before 
you prepare for a sale, focus on:

Treating the business as a standalone entity.

Sources of annual EBITDA growth 
in the US, 2006–131

Principal drivers of organic revenue growth 
in the US, 2007–131

1  Source: EY Private Equity Value Study, 2014

Enhancing revenue.

 

New 

Price 
increases

23%

13%

15%
22%

6%

21%

Organic revenue growth Bolt-on acquisitions Disposals

Cost reduction Other

8.6% 18.9%4.6%

0.2%0.8%

4.7%
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Extracting working capital. 

 
 

Cutting costs through procurement.

If you have limited time — less than 12 
months before you start preparing for sale:

Which of the following pre-sale value creation 
initiatives did you undertake?

Which step did you not do but now feel you 

21%

19%

16%

16%

19%

8%

66%
20%

63%
40%

62%
40%

57%
25%

35%
29%

64%
20%

Most important for enhancing valueUndertook

Few executives extracted 
working capital, but most said 

from doing so
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• Governance model. 

• Rewards.

PE focuses more on 
value creation by being 
disciplined with planning, 
measuring, accountability 
and rewarding achievement

“We wanted to improve investor sentiment, so earning a 
high value from the divestment was important. With this 
vision, we increased the value of the deal by enhancing 
performance and communicating well with the buyer.”

• Management accountability.
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Which of the following governance steps should 
you improve in your next transaction?

45%
5%

34%
12%

32%
12%

31%
9%

Some room for improvement

they 

Leading practices

• 

• 

• 
the nature 

Leading practices

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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of executives say they should improve on 
determining their IT separation 
requirements

optimized the tax 
structure pre-sale

said it was the most 
important initiative for 
adding value

didn’t do it but said they 

from having done so

50% 
64% 
20% 
16% 

Leading practices

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Leading practices

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Which of the following buyer communication 
initiatives did you undertake?

71%
39%

62%
18%

59%
37%

58%
17%

55%
25%

43%
33%

Most importantUndertook

“Extracting business units from the main operating unit 
was challenging, and we failed to adequately address the IT 
separation requirements. This impacted the sale price and 
also meant that expenditure on the divestment went up.”

Executive at a US-based industrials company

Leading practices

• Present the synergy opportunity for each potential 
bidder.

• Provide an estimate of one-time costs. 

• Develop a value creation roadmap. 
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How to expedite the process Potential consequences of not taking this step

1
• 
• 

2  
 

• 

• 

• 

3

4

5
6
7
8
9  

10  
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• 

•  
 

 

• 

• 

Sellers need to tell a strong, 
credible value story and 
weigh the opportunity costs 
of waiting too long for the 
right price

“The delay in divestment preparation 

between business functions affected 
transaction value as market 
conditions were changing drastically.”

“Because we were focused on 
speed, we lowered the asset price 
and did not do enough to search 
out suitable buyers. Our hastiness 
resulted in a failure to meet our 
value expectations.”

“Prioritizing operational steps and 
then estimating the time required 
for completion was the most crucial 
aspect that we should have focused 
on more. This heavily impacted the 
time it took for the divestment.”

“We didn’t do a good job of 
identifying stranded costs or 
providing transparency in the 

of the situation, and it took us a lot 
longer to close the deal.”

Executive at a UK-based 
technology company

Executive at a Netherlands-based 
media and entertainment company  

Executive at a France-based 

Executive at a US-based 
oil and gas company
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About this study

•  

• 

• 

• 

• 

Roadmap to  
carve-out sale success

Conclusion

Remark
Research from the Financial Times Group

Produced in association with
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Contacts
Pip McCrostie 
EY Global Vice Chair
Transaction Advisory Services

pip.mccrostie@uk.ey.com 
+44 20 7980 0500

How EY can help
EY’s dedicated, multifunctional divestment 
professionals can help clients improve portfolio 
management, divestment strategy and execution.

First, we help clients understand the performance of their businesses 
relative to peers and the rest of their portfolio. And then we help clients 
decide where capital can be released from underperforming or non-core 
activities and reallocated toward higher-growth areas.

We then work with clients to prepare them for a divestment and become 
an informed negotiator. Our work with corporate and PE clients includes a 
variety of divestments, including sales of the entire company, carve-outs, 
spin-offs and joint ventures.

For carve-outs, in particular, we advise on which businesses are worth 
investing in and which may be worth more to another owner. Our sector-
focused teams can also help clients understand the effect a divestment 
could have on the remaining company’s growth, brand and stakeholders.

Furthermore, we can help maximize transaction value by guiding you 
through preparation and execution and removing any potential bumps in 
the road before buyers get involved. For example, we create a compelling 
value story by analyzing the growth opportunity, assessing underlying 
trends and identifying hidden value in earnings, corporate allocations, 
real estate, working capital, human resources, IT, operations and tax. 
Finally, we assist with negotiations, Day One readiness, and helping your 
company manage its remaining cost structure and focus on future growth.

Stephen Lomas
 

Advisory Services Leader

stephen.lomas@au.ey.com 
+61 3 9288 8441

Kenneth G. Smith
Japan Divestiture Advisory 
Services Leader

kenneth.smith@jp.ey.com 
+81 3 4582 6400

Paul Hammes
EY Global Divestiture
Advisory Services Leader

paul.hammes@ey.com 
+1 312 879 3741

Steve Krouskos 
EY Global Deputy Vice Chair 
Transaction Advisory Services

steve.krouskos@uk.ey.com 
+1 +44 20 7980 0346

Rich Mills
EY Americas Divestiture Advisory  
Services Leader

rich.mills@ey.com 
+1 404 817 4397

Martin Hurst
EY Europe, Middle East, India and Africa 
Divestiture Advisory Services Leader

martin.hurst@de.ey.com 
+49 6196 996 27365
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About EY 

About EY’s Transaction Advisory Services 
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